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ANNOTATION 
 The article examines the theoretical foundations of the spiritual and moral education of preschool children, reveals the essence of the 

concept of homeland, faith, spiritual development of the individual. The article is devoted to the study of the problem of upbringing of 

spirituality and morality in folk pedagogy, increasing the effectiveness of moral education among the younger generation, which 

provided an opportunity to join the culture of their people and universal values. 
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In recent years, as a result of the reforms, many positive changes have been made in the field of education, our 

nationality has been restored, and new pages of our material and spiritual values have been opened. At the same time, 

our government and people realized that the study of our past cultural heritage is one of the urgent issues necessary for 

the development of society and science. Of these, the cultural heritage left by our ancestors and the Uzbek people's 

pedagogy contain wonderful, progressive ideas that will be needed for all times. 

First President I.A. Karimov, who defined the meaning and direction of our work in the field of spirituality, 

said that only a person who knows how to put the honor of the country above everything else, who is proud of his 

language, religion, history, and national values, can make a worthy contribution to the development of Uzbekistan. , 

humanitarian feelings are an age-old trait ingrained in the blood of our people. "The issue of carefully preserving and 

further improving these unique human qualities, raising our children as worthy sons and daughters of a free and 

democratic Uzbekistan, should be the main direction of our work in the field of spirituality," he said. 

For the same reason, it is the demand of the time to conduct scientific research and research in order to create 

the theoretical foundations of raising the foundations of faith in the motherland in preschool children by increasing the 

educational influence of our national values. One of the most valued feelings in human spirituality is faith in the 

motherland. Before talking about faith in the motherland, patriotism, it is necessary to have a complete idea of the 

meaning and essence of the concepts of "motherland", "patriotism" and "faith". 

If we talk about the scientific, pedagogical, philosophical, artistic aspects of the concept of homeland, the 

concept of homeland is defined as follows in the "Explanatory Dictionary of the Uzbek Language" published in 1981: 

the country where a person was born and raised and considers himself a citizen; country, city or village where a person 

was born and raised; it is interpreted as residence, shelter, abode, house. 

In the national encyclopedia of Uzbekistan, the concept of homeland is given as follows: homeland - the place 

where people were born and raised, land, country; a territory historically belonging to a specific nation and its nature, 

population, unique development, language, culture, life and traditions. Motherland is as sacred as mother. A sense of 
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duty and responsibility towards the motherland is characteristic of every mature person. Love of country is manifested 

in patriotism. 

Looking at these definitions, it can be observed that the two definitions are quite different from each other. 

The first definition allows for some generality; and in the second definition, it is approached in a more specific way, 

that is, it is said that it consists of the territory historically belonging to a certain nation and its nature, population, 

unique development, language, culture, life and traditions. 

Indeed, the motherland is not the property of one person, it is the land of our ancestors, our growing children, 

the property of future generations - the motherland is the property of each of us living in this country. So, as long as 

there is a homeland for the nation on earth, the feeling of homeland will always exist in the people, in all eras. 

Scientist Ulfat Mahkamov expresses the concept of homeland in the book "Ethical Lessons" as follows: "The 

homeland is reflected in the attitude of each person to his home, the country where he was born and raised, his closest 

people, parents, brothers, and sisters. Motherland is such a concept that never changes in a person's heart. The feeling 

of love for the country enters the blood with mother's milk. Mother takes care of this dear feeling and brings it to 

adulthood. 

Speaking about the feeling of homeland, we would like to emphasize that it is a psychological feeling that 

exists in a person. When studying the concept of homeland from a pedagogical point of view, it is necessary to 

approach it from the point of view of thinking from the generality to the particularity of the cognitive activity existing 

in a person: therefore, the homeland is a general concept - it is the place of the earth for humanity; The emergence of a 

nation and which nation considers which place as homeland is the way to know. 

Summarizing the above comments, analyzing and interpreting them, we tried to express our thoughts and 

views in a way that is understandable to the children of the preschool education organization. 

Motherland is the land where we are born and grow up; these are the values we hold dear; this is our 

hardworking people, neighborhood, family, neighbors; this is our beloved Uzbekistan inherited from our ancestors. 

It is necessary to understand the meaning and essence of the concept of "patriotism", taking into account that 

the words homeland, patriotism, faith in the homeland always complement and express each other. In the "National 

Encyclopedia of Uzbekistan", patriotism is a concept that expresses people's love and loyalty to their motherland. 

Patriotism is one of the universal feelings and moral values that have been refined over the centuries, common to all 

peoples, peoples, and nations. Historically, patriotism is also a set of feelings that have been developed in the process 

of social development of people related to the fate of their homeland, the struggle of people for the integrity and 

independence of the territory where they live. This is manifested in pride in the past and present of the homeland, in 

protecting its interests. 

Belief in the motherland, serving for the development of the country, sacrificing one's life for the country if 

necessary is one of the ancient beliefs of our people. Therefore, the main task of pedagogical activity is to raise strong 

faith in children of preschool educational organization. In this regard, it is appropriate to dwell on the concept of faith, 

which will help clarify the concept of faith to the homeland. 

Faith is one of the highest peaks of human spirituality, and creating its foundations from childhood is 

equivalent to educating people with healthy beliefs. As we aim to educate people who believe in the motherland, we 

will dwell on scientific ideas about the concept of faith. 

In conclusion, the idea of faith in the homeland is ancient and eternal in Central Asia. Ancient writings, 

folklore and literature, works of great scholars and philosophical views are a clear proof of our opinion. 

Since the feeling of homeland is a sacred feeling, our people have preserved this feeling for centuries. This 

feeling has always united them towards a cause, led them to great struggles and indomitable courage, made them 

indomitable in front of the enemy, and led them to shout victory. Our nation has always been a supporter of peace and 

harmony. 
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